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DMS 1913 outside Mount Street site. The DMS Mount Street site Photographed 28/11/2011.

  DMS New School Prospectus 1939        Front view, Haygrove School 2018

-------Haygrove School Rebuild 2020 ?? Front view, Haygrove School 2021 ??
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ALL CHANGE AT DURLEIGH ROAD.

I wrote the lines below in May 2020 long before I knew of other significant changes in the
village of Durleigh – OM Newsletter editor.

“It is a pity that I couldn't find a photograph of OUR DMS / Haygrove School Buildings
taken from the Durleigh Road at the existing entrance. We have a front door view and views
at oblique angles along the frontage taken by myself and others on our visit in September
2012, but none suitable for modifying to “Is this a possible result of the re-build” I have
therefore got an 'expert' to modify the Christmas Card 2018 picture sent out by Haygrove
School and hope they do not object  to me doing that! Haygrove 'Business Intern'  Phoebe
Lane had also sent me the '3  storey modules'  photo which I  used in the June 2020 OM
Newsletter (See page 3 of that issue, No. 25, and mentioned to my 'expert' friend – (the real
Thrust SSC Engineer, NOT Aerodynamicist Ron Ayres as the I.Mech.E claimed at that time)
that there would also perhaps be goal posts and tennis nets now intruding into that view. You
can see the result on our back page of this present issue. I do wonder how correct that view
will become later in 2020 and early 2021. I also wonder how the residents opposite,  and
many others, will rate it compared to the existing (May 2020) view across the Durleigh Road.
It will be too late then to try to save it as the big ball (not the ones we used to have on some
Saturday nights!) will have demolished the lot by then. Can anyone provide a Durleigh
Road view of  the  old  school  for  our photo  galleries  and posterity? -  The Yendole's,
perhaps who lived right there in our DMS days 1951 to 1956+. It would be good to get some
for our website. Also, has anyone got a photo of the DMS site 'down town' prior to that in
Mount Street? I was told some years ago that the early Girl's Grammar School building was
right opposite the DMS Mount Street site and that the girls used to 'ogle' the boys as they
came in and out! However, prior to that there was the original Dr. Morgan's school nearer the
river and docks,  if  I  remember correctly,  and the subjects  taught  originally were nautical
knowledge and the necessary mathematics.”

In  other  writings,  I  have said that  Durleigh  was  being hard hit  by losing the old school
building, especially as some years ago now the old Town Council had the ancient Dovecote
at West Bower Farm demolished when it was (apparently!) declared 'unsafe'. The dovecote
and the West Bower Manor house had survived the building of Durleigh Reservoir between
1936 and 1938. (Note those dates – very similar time as the 'new' DMS was being built on
Durleigh Road.) The Dovecote at Dunster was lovingly restored and is still a great visitor
attraction for both the village and the church, and also for Dunster Castle. Both the DMS
building of 1937 and the Durleigh reservoir building were imposing brick buildings with a
central  tower,  DMS also having its  clock,  which we strongly trust  will  be preserved.  An
online July 2013 'Flickr' page, which luckily I copied a few years ago as I can no longer find
it  online,  shows  the  reservoir  building  roughly  as  it  was  at  its  opening,  I  believe.  It  is
reproduced on the next page of this newsletter with gratitude and thanks to Thomas Harper,
and  due acknowledgement  to  him and 'Flickr'.  I  had  said how good  it  was that  at  least
Durleigh still had that building, a few minor parts of the Old Mill, and its church, the “Little
Chapel in the Woods” as we always knew it as its original dedication, if there ever was one,
had been lost for centuries! (More recent years have seen it dedicated, unbelievably, to St.
Hugh, with whom it has no known association at all, and not to St. Hubert, the patron saint of
deer hunting we were told by no less an authority than the vicar in the 1950s, Prebendary
Hughes-Davies. The chapel was thought to have begun life as a hunting chapel for King John
in the Forest of North Petherton, hence “the woods”, and St Hubert and deer are shown in one
of its west windows in the tower, together if I remember correctly,  with one to St. David,
which could have indicated the considerable trade across the waters of the Bristol Channel for
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nearby Bridgwater.) Incidentally, in my days as 'mower of the churchyard' at that church in
the mid 1950s, there was a gravestone let into the wall of the toolshed which had a skull and
crossbones at its  top, and I have read somewhere that  that could have been a grave of a
seafarer, again a connection with sailing and trade to South Wales perhaps?
It  therefore  came as  a  big shock to me to hear  from a good friend at  Enmore,  that  “the
reservoir building is no more” - it had been similarly reduced to rubble and the site was being
cleared for a new construction. I delved into the “Wessex Water” website and its pictures, and
found how very true that was! So now there is only the church and some ancient parts of
West Bower Manor left  to be bulldozed!! “God Forbid!” What a year  of destruction and
desecration. See pages 3 and 4 here for the proof.

Thomas Harper's “Durleigh Works” which I can no longer find on 'Flickr'

“Thomas Harper. Durleigh works:
Members of the Twentieth Century Society admire the Durleigh reservoir pumping station on
the outskirts of Bridgwater, Somerset. Built 1936-8, the architect is uncredited, but R. A.
Watson (borough water engineer) and Sandford Fawcett & partners (consulting engineers)
were most likely responsible for its fine modern design. Saturday 6th July 2013.”

Turning  to  the  Wessex  Water  (WW) website  and  the  more  modern  and  recent  pictures
supplied there (and noting, beware, some are not of Durleigh but other reservoirs in the West
Country and beyond although perhaps still titled 'Durleigh Reservoir',  we have some very
different  recent  photographs:  Acknowledgements  1.  WW  &  quantumgeotech;  2.  WW  &
waterindustryjournal; 3. WW & durleighpc; 4. WW.  All with thanks and due acknowledgement.
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1. Above: The 1938 Durleigh Reservoir building still (just) there.

2. Below: Don't blink! It's gone!

Note Durleigh church at mid right (south) and from there the Enmore Road is running to the
left  past  the  the old car-park  entrance,  behind the crane,  over  the Durleigh  Brook outlet
bridge, where the field hedgerow going east begins (and where the DMS cross-country run
used to come out), then past the site entrance on towards Goosepit Hill and the Spaxton Road.
Temporary car parking and modules are shown in the field to the east. It is believed that new
'permanent' buildings will also be erected in that field. The dam is at the very bottom (west)
of this view.
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While we are in this area a few of their other pictures are of interest:

3. Above: West Bower Manor, less its dovecote, on the north side of the reservoir.

4. Below: The new Wetlands area at the west end of Durleigh Reservoir (in distance).

Last year when going to an Enmore village coffee morning, we had noted huge piles of earth
in the field at the west end of the reservoir but no-one seemed to know what was going on.
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It was obviously work connected with the development of these new wetlands about which
Wessex Water say:...
The scheme  will  improve  water  quality  and  habitats  west  of  Durleigh  Water  Treatment
Works and Reservoir. Wessex Water will build two sedimentation wetlands upstream of the
reservoir that will capture silt and coarse sediment, as well as helping to reduce levels of
nutrients reaching the watercourse. These wetlands will further the work carried out by our
catchment  delivery team and farmers to reduce pesticides  and silt  that flow down to the
reservoir.  There  are  more  than 7km of  buffer  strips  installed  on farm fields  next  to  the
streams and ditches.  Footpath  access  will  be  maintained  by  the  installation  of  two new
footbridges. Wessex Water project manager Sam Richards said: “Creating diverse wetlands
will not only improve water quality in the catchment but bring significant benefits to wildlife,
especially amphibians and dragonflies as well as wildflowers.”

Now for a few more of  the late Michael  Pitman's  Bridgwater  memories,  continuing
from page 5 of the June 2020 OM Newsletter....

      SUNNYBANK
When the house was built there were no house numbers and the owner gave names to each
house. Mum and Dad named their house Sunnybank because they considered it always to
be sunny and it faced the river bank. The front faced west so there was sun on the front for
the greater part  of the day.  The name remained on the front  gate until  the 1990’s.  The
original gate was panelled timber and painted to match the house. The gate was six feet
wide and almost impossible for a car. The cars then were about 5 ft 6 ins so it was just
possible. In the early 60’s we bought  wrought iron gate which I fitted and painted with alloy
zinc paint and fitted with the house name in stainless letters. This steel gate took ages to
paint because the rust had to be removed first. There were no galvanised gates available.

10 Lower Bristol was the original address, which was later changed to 380 Bristol Road
when the road was renumbered. It was a large 3 bedroom semi-detached house built in
1936 and Dad bought it new for £600. Large front bay window lounge, rear dining room and
kitchen. Upstairs were back double bedroom for Mum and Dad, front double bedroom for
Margaret and a small single room for me with a bathroom at the top of the stairs. Each of the
four large rooms had a fireplace. The bedroom fires were only lit when someone was poorly.
No heating in my room, bathroom or kitchen. I can still recall that the house was always cold
away from the coal  fire.  We lived in  the smaller  dining  room nearly  all  the time. Some
Sundays we went into the lounge, which faced south. In winter there was ice on the inside of
the bedrooms and rooms without the coal fire.
As a young teenager, I decorated many of the rooms and also papered many. Our very
dedicated neighbour, a Reg Hattherall lived two houses away and he was very supportive of
us as a family.  He allowed me to just visit his house and watch and eventually helped him in
papering especially ceilings where two people are necessary. I picked up many of my house
and garden skills from him. He was almost acting as a father to me as they only had one
child, Margaret.

     AUNTIE GERTIE
Auntie and Nanny left Parrett Buildings when Auntie was 4 years old in 1918 (born 9 June
1914).  It  was  because  Mum  was  then  working  for  Miss  Smart  and  training  to  be  a
dressmaker. There were large open fields between Parrett Buildings and the top of Bristol
Road where Miss Smart lived.
They moved to 99 Bristol Road and in this narrow 3 bedroom terraced house were Nanny
and Grandad, Winnie, Flora. Mum and Gertie. Also Jim until he died in 1921. There were
three in a bed for a while. No gas lamps and just candles. Electricity arrived in about 1948.
Auntie remained in this house until 1995. The house was rented for all those years from a Mr
Pollard who was a builder in the town. No bathroom, an outdoor toilet. No running hot water.
In the back of the kitchen there was a copper which heated water for boiling clothes.
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Auntie was always working. She had several different types of jobs. She has worked as a
nurse helper, shop assistant in Beasley’s, a fruit shop in Bridgwater, the food office, and in
the employment office. This was normal with no special training anywhere.
She loved to follow the Royal Family around and was addicted to them. Auntie and Dorothy
took Margaret and myself with a Peter Tucker from Bristol Road to the Queen’s Coronation
on 2nd June 1953. We travelled the day before and stayed overnight in Green Park in a
large marquee sat on deck chairs. It is said that 5 million people lined the coronation route.
We were just one little group up from Bridgwater.
Whilst we were waiting in the marquee and sheltering from the rain we heard that Mount
Everest had been climbed for the first time by New Zealander Edmund Hillary and a sherper,
Tensing from Nepal.
After the Coronation we then saw the return procession somewhere in the street and then
we arrived at  Paddington Station.  We had to wait  ages for our  train and we were very
grateful for the heavy wooden seats to lie on. The seats or benches were in the concourse at
the end of the railway tracks but the seats were removed in the 1970’s.
Just before we left Bridgwater, Auntie bought a television so her Mother (Nannie) could see
it all happening. This was 1953 and a TV was so new to everyone. A small black and white
set and in a wooden case. It was the late 60’s before we had a set.

WILMOT  BREEDEN
I  started  as  an  Engineering  Apprentice  on  29th  January  1957  until  25th  September
1961.During that time I was certified as having had training in Fitting Shop, Machine Shop,
Inspection,  Standards  Room,  Jig  and  Tool  Design,  Sales,  Toolroom,  Wind  Tunnel
Development, and Planning and Methods. A very thorough training and a good engineering
background for the future.

When I started I was very new and a real novice in the working environment. I started in the
inspection department checking aircraft components, which were made from light alloy and
probably part of the airframe. Lots of rivets everywhere and all  made to such fine limits.
During this time there was an engineering strike, which resulted in all union manual works,
being on strike for a while. I assumed it was because of money. This was my first time being
involved in anything to do with a strike.

During the strike I  was moved to the inspection section of a production line,  which was
producing shells. These were about 30mm diameter and about 100mm long. They were of
course empty and the alloy cone, which was screwed on the end, was fitted separately. The
shells were made from extruded steel in an enormous press. The slugs of steel were placed
in a die and under enormous pressure a hollow shell would be extruded. This raw steel shell
was then fitted with a brass ring and the whole thing machined to accurate dimensions. The
workers operating the inspection line were very raw and crude but it certainly enlightened me
very much. Because the shells were being made for the M.O.D. the operating men on the
machines were excluded from any strike action.

The jig and tool room was a large shop making tools for the factory and the jigs used to hold
the  material  in  place.  Almost  every  item  was  different  and  hand  made  using  special
machines. The fitters were all highly skilled and it was a pleasure to be part of that small
dedicated team of men. Everyone was highly trained and very helpful. During the time here
apprentices were encouraged to make some of their own hand tools for later use. These
hand made tools are still with me and they do look so professional.

In the factory there were men and women. The men were the skilled workmen, forklift truck
drivers,  and doing heavy  and dirty  jobs.  Women were employed  on the production line
carrying out long runs of repetitive work, routine inspection and checking.

Craft apprentices continued in the factory training to be plant operators or skilled fitters on
the shop floor. However we always met up for lunch and entertainment as a large group.
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There were 40 – 50 apprentices in various years and there was a training tutor looking after
us all. There were about 6 engineering apprentices and these all had good O levels etc.

During  the  time  on  the  shop  floor  almost  every  person  belonged  to  a  Trade  Union.
Apprentices were excluded from any strike actitivity but still  encouraged to join. I did not
agree that so much of the fee went to the Labour party. I held out all my working life and
never joined a Trade Union. I was on the shop floor for about 2 years. To be continued.
Many thanks to Michael's family for permission to use these memories in our Newsletters -
Ed.

OH, YES, THAT INSPIRED GUESS OF THE NEW SCHOOL BUILDING!
Something hopefully not quite as stark as this guessed view, seen from Durleigh Road??

Copyright G. Bowsher 2020. Acknowledged with many thanks and 'How the heck did he do
that?' comment from your editor!!
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PLEASE NOTE THAT THE OLD MORGANIANS Website Address is drmorgans.com and it has been totally
updated by its producer, Greg Kett, son of DMS Old Boy, the late Clive Kett. Greg runs Ravenswood Media.

Old Morganians President: Bryan Lancastle.
Old Morganians Committee: Treasurer  Mike Dodden  01278 423890 mob: 07540052982 e-mail:
mdodden@aol.com ;
Secretary: Roger Richards, 3 The Crescent, Corsham, Wilts, SN13 9FT. 01249 716263
roger47richards@btinternet.com
Minutes Sec: Tony Wilkins. Chairman: Bill King 01278 456405; Dick Raymond 01278 686509, Colin Brown; Brian
Scott; Ralph Sealey; Alan Hurford.
NB: Contact Mike Dodden if you require a 2019 membership/dinner application form.
Material For Newsletter. Please write, phone, or e-mail Geoff Marchant, 37 Mendip Road, Yatton, North Somerset, BS49 4HR.
Tel: 01934 834550  E-mail: Please send to yattonmarchants2010@hotmail.co.uk   Photos can be sent to this e-mail address. Thanks
for all contributions to the newsletter – do please keep them coming. I especially need career / life history articles and
reminiscences of the old school days. Geoff. Marchant, Newsletter Editor


